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From social robotics and expressive AI to eye tracking and dyslexia
trainers, the accessibility and neurodiversity technology field presents
many promises, but at the same time - many challenges, specifically for
technologists and researchers who have a mission to impact access and
opportunity, balancing outcomes and ethical implications.

From the bigger picture, the accessibility field is full of early-stage
projects, initiatives, and programs aimed to reshape how we see adaptive
workplaces, talent flow, and classrooms. But unfortunately, as we dig
deeper in detail, we explore that the niche dramatically lacks the sufficient
support of both private and public sectors. We are still far from widespread
implementation and practice at schools, campuses and workplaces. In
particular, 79-90% of people with autism are not employed full-time
(numbers across developed countries like the US, UK, and the European
Union are similar). Only 1/10 of people who need inclusive technology have
access to it. There are just a few technology companies in the accessibility
field which attract sufficient venture funding and support beyond public
programs and grants. Finally, there are just a few programs and schools
which teach how to design and develop technology for neurodiverse or
disabled groups.

This commentary has a goal to bring a broader spectrum of criteria, ethical
and design considerations to innovation curriculums and programs,
technology transfer and evaluation - related to social AI, robotics, future of
learning, wellbeing, accessibility. Critical aspects include representation,
human rights, safety, misuse, children protection. It also aims to bring
more support and development to the field of inclusive technology,
accessibility, social protection. It's addressed to: publicly and privately-
funded projects, technology transfer ecosystems, initiatives and funds. 

Beyond GDPR - Accessibility, neurodiversity & human rights

The future of inclusive technology seems extremely promising, but still uncertain
until we fill the gap between technology research, development and adoption,
representation and human rights, policies and guidelines (including relevant
criteria and vocabulary)



Representation and accessible research;
Human rights, bioethics and accessible vocabulary;
Fairness, bias and zero exclusion;
Accountable agents and accountability;
Transparent models and explainability;
Feedback loop & impact assessment;
Technical fixes loop & updates;
Children's needs, rights and protection;
Accessibility & comorbidity;
Caregivers and support ecosystem;
Autonominity and human involvement;
Safety & wellbeing;
Echo chambers and filter bubbles;
Genuity, mis- and disinformation;
Misuse & harassment;
Privacy & creative ownership.

To date, the EU ecosystem has one of the most active systems of support of
technology related to the future of learning, healthcare, smart cities, AI,
robotics, that allow providing early-stage ventures and projects with
necessary financial, knowledge support, resources and infrastructure.  There
are also positive attempts to integrate ethical criteria for projects evaluated
across the EU public funding system, cascade funding, related technology
and innovation ecosystems. Currently, it's primarily focused on compliance
with GDPR, data privacy, safety, user input, impact and cross-value chain, 

Due to both the diversity and complexity of inclusive technologies,
underlying conditions and comorbidity, the involvement of vulnerable social
groups - such as children and elders, groups of stakeholders, including
caregivers, parents, educators, medical professionals and supporters,
multilayered nature of legal relationships behind these technologies, the
intersection of multidisciplinary studies and professionals, these
suggestions require further development and broader discussion. At this
stage this document provides the following suggestions:

The following pages provide commentary on the criteria above.

The future of inclusive technology, evaluation and criteria



There is a popular idiom, "AI can be a solution for any problem or source of
an apocalypse, depending who and how to ask questions". 

Today we face a dramatic diversity crisis in AI research with just 13.8% of
the authors being women, compared to 15.5% for STEM subjects, with
numbers decreasing over the last 10 years. Other social and economic
groups, including disabled, neurodiverse, ethnic minorities are dramatically
underrepresented in data science, AI and technology worlds as well. This
circumstance inevitably forms the filter bubble of how we define and
research problems, ask questions and design solutions through the constant
paradigm “we=all” or “1 size fits all".

Recommendation - evaluate the team's diversity and relevance to the
research/development subject, ability to deal with a research group
(including such aspects as income / social groups, ethnic, age,
health/disability type etc), and the problem.

. 

Criteria - Representation & accessible research



Another critical aspect is a disconnection between technology and social
sciences. The teams dealing with challenges of healthcare, education,
communities, and cities sometimes have no team members focused on
"social knowledge" - human rights, children, women, gender studies, ethnic
and social sciences. Current attempt to simply integrate ethics or
humanities professionals can't work, until the whole teams operate similar
understanding, knowledge, vocabulary. One of the possible ways to fix it is
an integration of this knowledge on all levels of organization and
implementation of an accessible vocabulary that will allow team members
to explore, discuss and implement the project. In general, this vocabulary is
driven by 2 key studies: bioethics (a branch of applied ethics that studies
the philosophical, social, and legal issues arising in medicine and the life
sciences) and human rights (moral principles or norms that describe certain
standards of human behavior and are regularly protected in municipal and
international law). 

Recommendation - make sure that the team involves the professionals well
knowledged in the social aspects, accessible vocabulary is implemented on
all levels of the team.

. 

Criteria - Human rights, bioethics & accessible vocabulary



With the active implementation of computer vision, facial recognition, eye-
tracking and other approaches across medical, learning or security
systems, there are serious discussions regarding "fairness", "bias" and
"exclusion" behind these technologies. For instance, hiring and vetting
tools at Amazon were discovered to systematically discriminate against
women, Nikon's web cameras - against Asians, there are numerous cases
of facial recognition issues related to African people and people of color. 

One of the ways to define "fairness" of technology or algorithms, is the
principle of discriminatory non-harm. It means that developers of the
platform or project prioritize the mitigation of bias and the exclusion of
discriminatory influences through the mechanisms of data, design,
outcome and implementation fairness. In detail, it includes that the
algorithms are trained and tested on properly representative, relevant and
accurate datasets, models do not include variables, features, processes,
or analytical structures which are unreasonable, morally objectionable, or
unjustifiable etc.

Recommendation - evaluate which frameworks and methodologies the
team uses in order to mitigate biases and exclusion.

Criteria - Fairness, bias and zero exclusion



We often hear that algorithms or technology "are biased". But in the end, 
 only people, companies and organizations behind them can be actually
biased or accountable. So we should learn to not only how to build
"accountable technology", but how to define responsibility if these
guidelines are violated - specifically if it's related to wellbeing, safety and
human rights protection. At the same time, both actions and no-actions
(omissions) should be taken into account.
 
In particular, the first subcriteria is "answerability" (who should be
responsible) - we should establish a continuous chain of human
responsibility across the whole project workflow, including people who
lead or develop this project. We also should make sure that this criteria
works on every level of the technology cycle (“from end to end”). The
second subcriteria is "auditability" - define how one should be
responsible. 

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements accountability per
agent and actions/omissions.

Criteria - Accountable agents and accountability



There is a significant rise of interest in technology, AI and robotics around
the world, making it accessible for more and more people. And though, on
the one hand, it allows to involve more emerging talent and professionals,
cover more topics and social challenges, on the other hand, this fact
should be balanced with keeping professional standards and
understanding how particular algorithms and models work in order to keep
the transparency of the model and understandable outcomes for all
stakeholders.

Transparency can be defined in several ways. XAI: interpretability,
understandability and avoiding the “black box” problem. Transparency
challenges can be driven both - by high complexity and simplicity. The
first case is related to deep learning and complex systems. The second
one - to open-source models, which are rapidly becoming more user-
friendly. Thus, someone might feed it with data, and get a result, without
really understanding what is happening inside the model. 

Recommendation - evaluate how the team understands and implements
the transparency principle - how they are able to explain the model and
outcomes.

Criteria - Transparent models and explainability



In order to ensure the positive impact of particular technologies and
platforms, we typically leverage "human-centered design" - an approach to
problem-solving, commonly used in design frameworks that develops
solutions to problems by involving the human perspective in all steps of
the problem-solving process. Though, it's critical not only to receive this
feedback but also "assess" the potential impact of our technology both
from short-term and long-term perspectives. 
.
For instance, one of such approaches is called Stakeholder Impact
Assessment based on the evaluation of the sustainability of the project. In
particular, it helps to ensure that the deployment of the technology
remains sustainable and supports the sustainability of the communities it
affects. According to this method, the team should evaluate the social
impact and sustainability of the project at three critical points in the
project delivery lifecycle: Alpha Phase (Problem Formulation), From Alpha
to Beta (Pre-Implementation), Beta Phase (Re-Assessment).

Recommendation - ensure that teams are familiar with existing impact
assessment methodologies, implement and improve them.

Criteria - Feedback loop & impact assessment



The utilitarian approach which is widespread across technology and venture
ecosystems drives another consequence - "technical fixes loop"  when the
teams do not ask questions - whether the "problem" is well defined and
whether they understand/have sufficient knowledge to deal with a particular
community, social group or individuals. Instead, if something doesn't work
well enough, they deploy another technical update. 

For instance, many of the “solutions” presented by companies like Twitter,
Facebook or Amazon to fight fake news, bias or inefficient hiring decisions
are primarily driven by other AI algorithms and updates which drive logical
concerns about efficiency and possibility even to magnify negative
consequences instead of completely different logic of the solutions. As a
result, deep and difficult ethical problems are oversimplified and
unanswered, creating significant dangers in such areas as medicine,
wellbeing, assistive technology, children/elders care. 

Recommendation - evaluate how the team provides the connection of cross-
disciplinary professionals, how it's reflected in research, product
development cycle and updates.

Criteria - Technical fixes loop & updates



A significant part of learning, wellbeing, and assistive solutions are
targeted at youth and children. At the same time, until today most national
AI strategies and major ethical guidelines made only cursory mention of
children, the ways to protect them or improve technology specifically for
them. But as children increasingly use or are affected by AI solutions in
various situations and environments (actively - as users or passively - as
students, patients) — from playing with robotic toys that listen, observe
and talk, to interacting with voice assistants — the lack of attention on
potential risks and the ways of protection is growing. 

In 2020 Unicef came with a framework "AI and Children" that covers
aspects of the interaction of children and video platforms, smart toys,
learning solutions. Another project is driven by the World Economic Forum
- Generation AI, which has similar goals. Though this field receives more
attention, many areas still require more clarification and regulation. At
this stage, the teams are advised to keep in touch with recent updates and
guidelines related to children's rights protection.

Recommendation - evaluate the team's framework related to children's
research, needs, rights, and protection.

Criteria - Children's needs, rights and protection



Developing the platform targeting particular learning, health and social
challenges doesn't exclude the fact that we should provide the general
accessibility of our solution for people of different abilities and
conditions, including cognitive, hearing or a visual impairment, physical
limitations or consequences of aging. 

Moreover, we should also consider an aspect of comorbidity. For instance,
autism can be presented along with gastrointestinal problems, epilepsy,
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, depression,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, sensory, physical, and cognitive
impairment, pushing the importance of accessible UX/UI, interfaces, fonts,
and user flow even further. 

Recommendation - evaluate the team's accessibility practices in general
and in relation to the target group. 

Criteria - Accessibility & comorbidity



The development of solutions in the fields of mental health and wellbeing,
learning and cognitive support leads to the importance of legal and
technical implementation of the concept of "caregivers", specifically in
relation to children and adolescent users. The key levels of this concept
include, how we define the caregiver, which legal actions we require and
delegate to them, to which technical implications it leads, which updates
we make in our UX / UI, how it affects our privacy policies and ethics
frameworks? Currently, there are no generally accepted and recommended
practices for the implementation of "caregivers" and "patients" on the
level of AI legislation and frameworks, so it's an emerging field for
developers and policymakers, which require individual approaches
depending on the case.

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements "caregivers" and
others users from legal, policy and design perspectives.

Criteria - Caregivers and support ecosystem



Until today, the implementation of "autonomous agents" was mostly
related to self-driving cars, security and privacy systems. Though, with a
growing trend in computer vision, speech recognition, and social robotics,
autonomous technology has become a part of medicine, nursing,
classrooms or assistive development environments. It naturally leads to
another potential challenge and criteria. When humans employ
autonomous systems, they cede some of their own autonomy (decision-
making power) to machines. Though delegating one's autonomy to an
intelligent machine is not an ethical problem itself, the question is: If we
start trusting algorithms to make decisions, who will have the final word
on important decisions - like surgery? Will it be humans, algorithms or
both? This topic has a multilayered nature (legal - "objects" and
"subjects") of actions and no-actions, and related accountability. From a
legal perspective, this discussion is still opened. Until then, the "double-
check" principle and human involvement is required for any human-related
actions, decisions and practices.

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements the principle of
human involvement and double-check principle, specifically for high-risk
cases and environments.

Criteria - Autonominity and human involvement 



Such solutions as social robotics for neurodiverse children, AI-trainers for
dyslexia and reading improvement, or smart glasses for emotional
recognition may target users starting from 5 years old. There is also a
spectrum of assistive and rehabilitation technologies which are used to
support elders with neuromuscular disorders, Parkinson's or Alzheimer's.
It also worths mentioning various VR/AR and AI-driven platforms focused
on mental health conditions such as depression, anxiety, obsessive-
compulsive syndrome and many others. 

Though, in general, most of these solutions are safe and don't create
potential harm for users, it's important to create and evaluate all possible
scenarios, specifically related to children, adolescents, elders and users
with cognitive impairment. For instance, social robots focused on autism
may too proactively encourage children to communicate, creating too
much emotional pressure or interrupt medical / support routine.

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements and secures all
possible scenarios to deliver a safe and flexible environment for users.

Criteria - Safety & wellbeing



A filter bubble is a state of intellectual isolation that can result from
personalized searches when the algorithm selectively guesses what
information a user would like to see based on information about the user,
such as location, past click-behavior and search history. Another related
term is an echo chamber refers to situations in which beliefs are amplified
or reinforced by communication and repetition inside a closed system and
insulated from rebuttal.

Typically these terms are related to media, content and social networks.
Though, with an active adoption of VR/AR in healthcare and education,
adaptive learning, the state of "echo chamber" or "filter bubble" is possible
in any environment where we provide students, patients, users with
personalized interface, content or learning flow. It's specifically important
for solutions in areas of assistive learning and cognitive impairment when
learner mostly interacts with a social robot or AI device.

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements flexibility of
machine learning algorithms and user flow to provide experience without
"filter bubbles". 

Criteria - Echo chambers and filter bubbles



Similar to the filter bubble and echo chamber problems, AI-driven
disinformation initially migrated from media and social solutions. Now
when healthcare, learning and open platforms more and more involve
communities, user-generated content and creators to fuel experiences for
patients or students, the question arises - how genuine this information
and content, and which mechanisms of content curation and vetting are
used both for internal or external creators in order to avoid
misinformation? 

For instance, Wikipedia still uses a combination of machine learning
algorithms and human curators to analyze and vet articles across their
platforms (though it's a significant amount of manual work). Moreover,
during Covid-19 they have manually created a page with the list of typical
disinformation. 

Recommendation - evaluate which methods of data and content curation
and vetting are used in order to provide a genuine experience for users,
students, patients.

Criteria - Genuity, mis- and disinformation 



Unfortunately, technology can be used in a not only positive but negative
ways as well. For instance, over 57% of women reported that they were
victims of harassment at social platforms like Facebook. Over 90% (!) of
people with developmental disabilities experienced some form of
harassment in real life or online. Thus, implementing social robotics, AI,
smart home and cities solutions, making them interconnected and
accessible, we provide both positive outcomes for patients, students,
elders, marginalized groups, but also a tool for people who can use it in
order to harm others. This field is extremely complex, including the fact
that it's difficult to ensure that even the safest solution will not be used in
this way. Though we should aim it as a priority.

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements practices of
protection against not only typically cyber-attacks or security mechanisms
but also misuse, including sexual harassment, abuse.

Criteria - Misuse & harassment



Data privacy is one of the most discussed topics in the field of ethics, but
it's still quite underrepresented in aspects of social robots, adaptive
learning, children and disability solutions. One of the key challenges is
closely related to caregivers and stakeholders (including parents) who are
legally responsible for adolescents or users with cognitive/physical
impairment. It creates additional layers in aspects of legal policy, consent
and interface building.  

Another aspect is data ownership - an act of having legal rights and
complete control over a single piece or set of data elements. Assistive
technology (including social robotics) actively supports not only the
general well-being of the users but also their creative activity. So it's
crucial to protect both privacy and data ownership for all users' input and
possible results, outcomes or creative objects.

Recommendation - evaluate how the team implements both data privacy
and ownership, involvement and protection of all possible stakeholders.

Criteria - Privacy & creative ownership



Our relationships with technology become more and more multilayered,
specifically when we discuss and evaluate inclusive innovation and
projects, targeting vulnerable groups, children, women. There is still a lot
of uncertainty (both from legal and technology perspectives) around such
criteria as children and human rights, disability and caregivers, fairness
and bias, accountable agents and accountability, autonominity and human
involvement, safety, wellbeing and misuse. 

Until today most of the technology solutions, ecosystems and institutions
were designed by the same type of men, mind and design thinking. It
affected how we see, design, evaluate and use technology. Now we have
an opportunity to bring a broader discussion, improve and develop further
the concept of accessibility, DEI, human rights frameworks and policies.

It's important to mention, that such frameworks are objects for broader
discussions, improvements and further development. The next steps
include making it accessible not just for expert communities, but for
everyone across innovation ecosystems, including schools, campuses,
technology studios, incubators and accelerators, hackathons and
challenges. It will allow us to positively affect not just legislations or
policies, but our communities and cities through bottom-up approach.

Conclusion. Technology through algorithmic diversity lens



RECOMMENDATIONS TO TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND EVALUATION FOR
THE EU COMMISSION FUNDED PROJECTS (THROUGH LENSES OF 
 NEURODIVERSITY,  ACCESSIBILITY & HUMAN RIGHTS)


